Huntsman
Multi Tenancy Pack
Huntsman’s Multi-Tenancy Pack is specially designed for federated business, cloud providers and MSSPs.

**EASY, INTEGRATED MULTI-TENANCY SUPPORT**

Huntsman’s Multi-Tenancy Pack allows organisations to separate customer data and reporting, and segregate data at the database access control layer.

This means organisations can clearly separate and manage their federated businesses according to their different risk profiles, security compliance standards and data retention policies.

---

**HUNTSMAN ENTERPRISE SIEM FEATURES:**

- Full end-to-end separation of data for compliance or management purposes, but with unified visibility
- Cross-domain and domain-specific monitoring and reporting
- Flexible alerting, reporting and data retention across different domains
- Multiple options to segregate, categorise and structure data based on systems, security domains or business units
- Full role-based access control model for operators, auditors and stakeholders
- Flexible monitoring approach to support complex organisations without needing additional instances or data silos.

**ADDITIONAL MULTI TENANCY PACK FEATURES:**

- Amortise shared infrastructure costs across multiple users
- Tenant-centric operation for full end-to-end separation between business units and security domains
- Automated generation of global and domain-specific reports
- Flexible, cost-effective licensing for federated enterprises
- Easy tenant on-boarding and value added service provision
- Easy management and multi-domain dashboards that deliver a single ‘pane of glass’ for global or single tenant view of compliance status